Object recognition through topo-geometric shape models using error-tolerant subgraph isomorphisms.
We propose a method for 3-D shape recognition based on inexact subgraph isomorphisms, by extracting topological and geometric properties of a shape in the form of a shape model, referred to as topo-geometric shape model (TGSM). In a nutshell, TGSM captures topological information through a rigid transformation invariant skeletal graph that is constructed in a Morse theoretic framework with distance function as the Morse function. Geometric information is then retained by analyzing the geometric profile as viewed through the distance function. Modeling the geometric profile through elastic yields a weighted skeletal representation, which leads to a complete shape signature. Shape recognition is carried out through inexact subgraph isomorphisms by determining a sequence of graph edit operations on model graphs to establish subgraph isomorphisms with a test graph. Test graph is recognized as a shape that yields the largest subgraph isomorphism with minimal cost of edit operations. In this paper, we propose various cost assignments for graph edit operations for error correction that takes into account any shape variations arising from noise and measurement errors.